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Abstract
This paper proposes an efficient and online
learning control system that uses the successful
Model Predictive Control (MPC) method in a
model based locally weighted learning framework.
The new approach named Locally Weighted
Learning Model Predictive Control (LWL-MPC)
has been proposed as a solution to learn to control
complex and nonlinear Elastic Joint Robots (EJR).
Elastic Joint Robots are generally difficult to learn
to control due to their elastic properties preventing
standard model learning techniques from being
used, such as learning computed torque control.
This paper demonstrates the capability of LWLMPC to perform online and incremental learning
while controlling the joint positions of a real three
Degree of Freedom (DoF) EJR. An experiment on
a real EJR is presented and LWL-MPC is shown to
successfully learn to control the system to follow
two different figure of eight trajectories.

1 Introduction
As the robotics industry moves towards domestic
applications, safety becomes vital when human interaction
is involved. Popular solutions for safe robot human
interaction are designs that have physical elastic
compliance or are actively compliant [De Santis, et al.,
2008]. For this reason robots are becoming increasingly
complex as compliant cables or elastic elements introduce
nonlinear and time varying wear and fatigue effects that
are both difficult to model and control on a real system
[De Luca and Book, 2008]. These problems create extra
costs and time associated with design and servicing of
these types of robots. All of these difficulties could be
accounted for if the robot has the ability to learn its own
nonlinear and time varying dynamic model. Giving a
robot the ability to learn its own model and subsequently
using this to control itself allows a robot to account for its
own nonlinear dynamics experienced in the real world,
including internal changes from wear, fatigue and its
environment. For this reason model based learning
techniques are becoming increasingly popular in robotics,
as they have shown to be a useful technique for learning
dynamic models for control of complex and nonlinear

Figure 1 - Image of elastic joint robot arm with a trace
of the end effector position after execution of our
proposed LWL-MPC system. Two desired figure of
eight trajectories are given to the learning controller.
The red and blue lines are the end effector trajectory
after the system has been trained on 20 iterations of
both figure of eight’s.

systems. One popular model based technique is Locally
Weighted Regression (LWR) [Atkeson, et al., 1997], a
fast and efficient non-parametric regression technique that
can globally approximate nonlinear functions by using
independent local-linear models.
The majority of model learning for robot control
techniques has been applied to rigid body dynamics using
a computed torque control method. The inverse dynamics
for this type of system is a one to one mapping of torque
inputs to joint accelerations. Therefore, an inverse
dynamics model can be directly learnt using supervised
learning of inputs and state information, then used within
a computed torque control scheme. However, EJR’s are
not strictly rigid body systems, which makes learning
inverse dynamics increasingly difficult. [De Luca and
Book, 2008] outlines that feedback linearization via
computed torque control is not straightforward for EJR’s
and in some cases does not satisfy conditions for exact
linearization. Therefore, more advanced control methods
are required in order to use model learning techniques to
control EJR’s and other systems that cannot be controlled
using a direct inverse dynamics model.
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Model Predictive Control is a successful control
method that has been applied to a variety of industrial and
real world robotic systems. MPC uses a forward dynamics
model combined with an optimization method to produce
an optimal feedback control law for each control cycle.
The advantages of MPC are its ability to explicitly handle
system
constraints
and
delays
while
being
computationally feasible as an online control system. As
MPC is based on a forward model it can be effectively
applied within a model based learning technique,
combining the advantages of the ability to learn its own
model while also effectively computing an optimal
feedback control law to stabilise the system.
This paper proposes the method of LWL-MPC
which uses locally weighted learning in combination with
model predictive control to produce an incremental and
online system which is demonstrated to simultaneously
learn and control a 3DoF Series Elastic Actuator (SEA)
robot arm illustrated in Figure 1. This paper firstly gives a
background of similar approaches for robot control, and
an overview of model learning techniques for robot
control. The paper then outlines the locally weighted
learning technique of Receptive Field Weighted
Regression (RFWR) used in our proposed system. An
overview of general MPC is then given illustrating how a
linear model can be learned within this method. LWLMPC is then outlined for nonlinear systems and an
experiment to evaluate this on a real EJR is proposed. The
results are then given validating the system’s ability to
perform online learning and control. Finally a discussion
of the system and results are given highlighting future
directions and open questions of this research.

2 Background
Previous work has been done which investigates the use
of model learning techniques with model predictive
control. A Fuzzy Multi-Model predictive control
(FMMPC) has been proposed in [Li, et al., 2001] that uses
Weighted Recursive Least Squares (WRLS) to adapt
fuzzy local models. The system then applies model
predictive control to the global fuzzy model. The system
was demonstrated to model and control thermoplastic
injection moulding. This method was found to not yield
satisfactory control due to the time variance of the system
process and difficulty with initialization of the learning
rules of the fuzzy models. This system proposed a batch
learning method in response to this result.
Another method uses Locally Weighted
Projection Regression (LWPR) combined with a model
predictive control method has been proposed for
predictive force control for assistive beating heart surgery
[Florez, et al., 2011]. However this technique, similar to
FMMPC applies the method of MPC to the global
nonlinear function. Our proposed technique removes this
computational cost by computing local linear MPC’s
inside the locally weighted framework. Other similar
methods propose Neural networks as the learning method
combined with model predictive control [Wan and
Bogdanov, 2001].

A robust and stable Learning Based Model
Predictive Control strategy has also been developed in
[Aswani, et al., 2011] which analyses the conditions of
the learning system necessary to provide a robust and
stable control system. This work generalises the problem
and is a good framework for learning robust and stable
model predictive control. However, the method relies on a
good initial estimate of the model in order to ensure the
robustness properties. This work has also been applied on
a real quadrotor. The stability and robustness of this
approach is based on a given linear model, where an
additional function is added to learn the unmodeled
dynamics of the quadrotor, such as ground effects
[Aswani, et al., 2012]. This system was demonstrated to
robustly track an altitude set point.
Other optimal control techniques have been
combined with model learning methods. Iterative Linear
Quadratic Gaussian with Learned Dynamics (ILQG-LD)
[Li and Todorov, 2007] is an approach that iteratively
computes local optimal control policies for a specified
end goal state of a system. In this method a policy is the
combined optimal path and feedback control law along
the path. The method uses LWPR to compute a nonlinear
dynamics model and uses this to iteratively compute an
optimal policy. In this approach both the path planning
and control law are iteratively computed for the given
forward nonlinear dynamics model. ILQG-LD has been
applied to control a single Variable Stiffness Actuator
(VSA) [Mitrovic, et al., 2011] and has been further shown
to compute effective optimal controllers on simulated
arms. A disadvantage with this method is the
computational cost of iteratively computing the path and
control law to the end goal until convergence is found.
However, this approach is presently the most
computationally efficient technique for computing a
globally optimal path and feedback control law to move a
system to a goal state.

3 Model Learning for Robot Control
Model learning methods aim to approximate functions of
different model types from actual system data and are
used within a robot’s control architecture. Typically the
model is generated using a supervised nonparametric and
nonlinear regression method. The advantage of using
model learning methods is that all of the complexities and
nonlinear effects of the system associated with training
data are inherently built into the nonparametric model.
Three model types have been frequently used and are
illustrated in Figure 2.
Each model type can then be incorporated into
different learning control architectures for different
advantages. Each model is based on the notion that a
dynamic system can be represented by a state sk at the
current time k, undergoing an action uk which takes the
system to its next state sk+1.
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(a) Forward Model

(b) Inverse Model

(c) Multi-step Forward Model

Figure 2 - Network Graphs of Forward and Inverse
models. White nodes indicate observed information;
grey nodes indicate information to be inferred.

A more in depth review of model learning
techniques can be found within two recent surveys
[Nguyen-Tuong and Peters, 2011; Sigaud, et al., 2011].
Forward models predict the next state given the current
action and state. They generally are well defined causal
relationships of a system and can be straightforwardly
learnt using regression techniques. An inverse model on
the other hand predicts the action required to move the
current state of the system to a given next state. An
inverse model represents an anti-causal relationship and
generally is not well defined due to the possible nonconvexity of the inverse relationship.
An extension to the forward model is the Multistep Forward Model which is useful as it can predict a
sequence of future states. Multi-step Forward Model
depending on the model type can be used to compute an
action that optimises the prediction of the future state.
This type of model can be used in Model Predictive
Control which has been successfully applied to a large
variety of systems. However, general MPC is based on a
system model that is predefined, either theoretically or by
offline system identification techniques.
If the relationship of the input and output is well
defined each type of model can be generally learned using
supervised regression techniques. A variety of nonlinear
supervised learning techniques have been used. For this
application we chose Locally Weighted Regression as it
has been a popular technique that is computationally
efficient and can be implemented online in an iterative
algorithm useful for control applications.

3.1

Locally Weighted Regression

There are a few variants of the LWR algorithm, but the
body of the work can be found in [Atkeson, et al., 1997].
An iterative version was developed as RFWR [Schaal and
Atkeson, 1998] which incrementally added and updated
local linear models to produce an efficient online
regression technique. A Partial Least Squares (PLS)
solution was then incorporated as a dimensionality

reduction method for high dimensional models in Locally
Weighted Projection Regression (LWPR) [Vijayakumar
and Schaal, 2000]. For this work the RFWR algorithm
was investigated as the PLS in the LWPR introduces
further complexities when combining the local models
with MPC. The RFWR involves estimation of a nonlinear
function in the form:
~
s  f (z )  ε
(1)
where z is the input vector, s is the output vector and ε is a
zero mean noise term. The RFWR algorithm estimates
this nonlinear function by introducing locally linear
models across the input space and forms an output
prediction, based on a weighted average of local
predictions. The weights of an input, wi, are computed for
each local model using a kernel function; typically a
Gaussian kernel in the form



wi (z)  exp  0.5(z  ci )T Di (z  ci )



(2)

where c i is the centre of the kernel within the input space
of the ith local model and Di is a positive semi-definite
matrix determining the shape and size of the Gaussian
kernel. The function is then approximated using a WRLS
rule which independently updates each locally linear
regression weighted on the distance of the local model to
the training point. The function can then be represented as
a weighted average of each local model in the following
form
I
~
1 I
f (z ) 
wi (z)i (z), W :  wi (z )

W i 1
i 1

(3)

where W is sum of the all weights acting as the
normalising factor, and  i is the ith local model
represented by a linear equation in the form
i (z)  βTi (z  z )  βi0

(4)

The shape of the Gaussian kernels are then learnt
online to minimise the prediction error using a gradient
descent update rule. This rule includes two learning rates,
one to update the diagonal of Di, representing the variance
of each input dimension and a meta rate which updates
the off diagonal terms representing the covariance
between input dimensions. Lastly, a forgetting factor λ is
also applied to the WRLS rule effectively downweighting previous training data, allowing the system to
adapt to changes in the model. RFWR is desirable as it is
both computationally efficient in space and time as only
local regression parameters are stored and each local
model can be evaluated independently and recursively for
each training point, allowing it to be computed in an
online manner.

4 Model Predictive Control
The general concept of MPC is that by iteratively
computing a control input based on a finite horizon
optimization of a system model, the system can be
efficiently stabilised to a desired set point or trajectory
[García, et al., 1989]. Only the next input is applied to the
system and the optimization method is then repeated each
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control step. MPC therefore handles any accumulation of
prediction error from the model by recomputing based on
new measurements of the system at the next time step.

5.1

Learning Linear Model Predictive Control

For this method we model a linear system using a discrete
state space representation defined as
x k 1  Ax k  Buk  Kek

(6)

y k  Cx k  Du k  e k

where u k  ℝ q is a vector of inputs, y k  ℝ l is a vector of
outputs and x k  ℝ m is a vector of states. The matrices
A  ℝ m m , B  ℝ mq , C  ℝ l m , D  ℝ l q are the discrete
state space matrices. ek is a white noise disturbance and
K  ℝ ll represents the Kalman gain of the process noise.
MPC uses the future outputs and inputs to compute the
optimal input to the system. In this case the future outputs
and inputs are defined as

Figure 3 - Model Predictive Control diagram

The advantage of MPC is that the control input
can computed each time step with a relatively short
horizon using a numerical optimization technique, which
can incorporate optimization constraints such as upper
and lower bounds on the input or states of the system.
This allows MPC to be deployed as an online sub-optimal
feedback controller. Furthermore, the model of the plant
can also incorporate real world values such as pure time
delays and be effectively incorporated into the control
method.
The concept of MPC is shown in Figure 3
defining a finite prediction horizon n with a sequence of
predicted outputs ŷ k , predicted inputs uk and desired
outputs ydes. In this case the system has been discretised
using the variable k to represent the number of time steps
with a step size of T. The optimization cost function is
then commonly defined as a linear quadratic cost in the
form

J

n

 w (y
y

k 1

k

 y des ) 2 

n

w u
u

k 1

2
k

,

(5)

where wy weights the tracking error of the system and wu
weights the magnitude of the control input. The selection
of weights determines the effective trade-off between
tracking performance and input energy. If the model of
the system can be defined as a set of linear differential
equations then the optimization problem can be solved
using standard Quadratic Programming (QP) methods.
However, if the system is nonlinear then nonlinear
optimization methods are used, such as differential
dynamic programming (DDP). A more in depth review of
MPC can be found [Morari and H. Lee, 1999].

5 Learning Locally Weighted Model Predictive
Control
This section outlines the method of combining model
based learning to the framework of MPC to produce
LWL-MPC. Firstly, it is shown how a linear model can be
estimated and then used within MPC. The linear method
is then extended within a locally weighted learning
framework for use with nonlinear systems.

y kf : y k

y k 1  y k  n  ,

u kf : u k

u k 1  u k n 

T

T

where the superscript f denotes the future from the current
time k to n steps later, where n defines the prediction
horizon. The past inputs u kp n and outputs y kp n can also be
similarly defined in this manner which represents a
history of inputs and outputs from k-n to the current time
step k.
The future outputs can further be defined with
respect to the system matrices as a set of input output
equations from k to n in the form of
y kf  Γn xk  Hdn ukf  H ns ekf

(7)

where,



Γ n  CA CA 2  CA n
0
 D
 CB
D
H dn  
 

 n 1
n2
CA B CA B



T

0
 0
 Il
 CK

Il
 0 s 
Hn 
 

 
 n1

n2
 D
CA K CA K

 0
 0 
 

 Il 

which are the input output matrices of this system, Γ n is
the extended observability matrix and H dn and H ns are
lower block triangular Toeplitz matrix. The future output
vector can also be chosen to start at k+1 in order for H dn
to have CB along its diagonal improving the conditioning
of the matrix as in most systems D may be zero. For this
work we chose to start the output vector at k+1.
The advantage of representing the system in
input output form allows the system to be easily estimated
given a set of sample points of actual inputs and outputs.
The assumption for this work is that the system is fully
observable and we can generate measurements of the
output and state of the system. In this case the linear
model can be simply estimated using a least squares
approach.
If r sample points of the future outputs, state and
input are collected then an estimate of the input output
matrices can be made by defining the regression matrices
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Y f : [y kf

y kf 1  y kf  r ]T

U f : [u kf

u kf 1  u kf  r ]T

X f : [x k

x k 1  x k  r ]T

and substituting for system parameters becomes

and then computing the least squares solution for the input
output matrices as
ˆ Η
ˆ d ]  ([ X U ]T [X U ]) 1[X U ]Y . (9)
[Γ
n

n

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

The residuals of this least squares problem is
then the stochastic process of future errors
r f  H ns E f ,

(10)

where Ef is similarly defined as a matrix of future error
vectors. This approach can also be solved using a
recursive least squares algorithm by iteratively computing
the regression for each sample point. An estimate of the
future outputs can then be predicted given the query point
f
[xq, u q ] as
ˆ x H
ˆ du f .
(11)
yˆ f  Γ
k

n

k

n

ˆ dT W H
ˆ d  W ) 1 H
ˆ d T W (y f  Γ
ˆ x ). (16)
u kf  (H
n
y
n
u
n
y
des
n k

(8)

k

Using the estimated system parameters we can
formulate a control policy that attempts to minimise both
the output error and the inputs across the trajectory. This
introduces the concept of MPC with an estimate linear
system. For the linear case the cost can be defined as a
linear quadratic cost, with respect to this system as
f
f
J  (yˆ kf  y des
)T Wy (yˆ kf  y des
)  ukf Wuukf

This is the unconstrained linear feedback control
law for the discrete state space system. It can be seen that
the feedback law is a combination of the pseudoinverse of
Ĥ dn weighted by Wy with the regularisation term Wu.
f
ˆ x ) term is an estimate of the
Furthermore, the (y des
Γ
n k
error between the desired future output and a prediction of
the future outputs based on the current state. This result
effectively produces a state feedback controller using an
estimate of the linear model parameters.

5.2

Learning Non-linear Locally Weighted
Model Predictive Control

Locally weighted learning approximates a nonlinear
model by separating the problem into locally linear
regions using a weighted kernel function. The idea of
LWL-MPC is to utilise this concept by simultaneously
learning locally linear models and compute the MPC
within the linear region. This method is based on the
assumption that each region defined by the learning
algorithm is approximately locally linear. The Receptive
Field Weighting Regression method is chosen as the
locally weighted learning algorithm for this work. The
approach is formulated as follows. Given a nonlinear
discrete state space equation in the form of

(12)

x k 1  f (x k , u k )

f
des
( l  n )( l  n )

where y is the sequence of future desired outputs and
Wy  ℝ
, Wu  ℝ ( qn )( qn ) are matrices of the
weights defined in equation (5). Substituting equation
(11) into the cost function and removing terms that are
independent of the input, as in later steps the cost function
is minimised with respect to the input. The optimization
problem is then simplified to
arg min J 
ukf

T
1 fT
u k Ψukf  u kf Ω
2

(13)

where,

ˆ WH
ˆ d  W and Ω  H
ˆ d T W (Γ
ˆ x yf ) .
ΨH
n
y
n
u
n
y
n k
des
dT

In this case the cost function is represented in
quadratic form. A QP method can now be used to solve
the optimization problem, where constraints can be
included, such as upper and lower bounds of the inputs
and outputs. However in this work only the unconstrained
solution is evaluated under the assumption that the desired
trajectory implemented does not require spuriously large
inputs to be constrained. In this case the unconstrained
solution can be computed using the following approach.
Taking the derivative of the cost function and setting it to
zero gives
J
 Ψukf  Ω  0.
u kf

(14)

Therefore the optimal set of future inputs is found to be
1

u  Ψ Ω,
f
k

(15)

y k  g (x k , u k ).

(17)

Then RFWR can be used to approximate a model of this
system in the form of
yˆ kf 

1 I
 wi (x k , u k ) i (x k , u kf )
W i 1

(18)

where,

i (xk , ukf )  [ˆ ni xk  Hinukf ]
which represents a linear model of the input output system
defined in the previous section. It is noted that in the
normal RFWR algorithm the input z given to the kernel
function is also the same given to the linear regression.
However, in this approach the RFWR is modified to pass
the future inputs u kf into the linear model whereas only
the current input uk is given to the kernel function
defining the local region of the model. Under the
assumption that the system is locally linear the feedback
control law can be computed from equation (16)
to
estimate a sequence of local control inputs
1
uˆ kf ,i  Ψi Ωi .

The estimated next input uˆ ik 1 is then taken out
of this sequence and combined as a weighted average
across all models producing an estimate of the next
control input as
uˆ k 1 

1 I
 wi (x k , u k )uˆ ik 1.
W i 1

(19)
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The final LWL-MPC system is defined in the
following diagram. Using the RFWR algorithm the
models can be learnt online by introducing a delay term to
build up a history of inputs, states and outputs from k-n to
k. Every control step each local controller estimates a new
input and is then averaged based on how close the local
controller is to the current state and input of the system.

Figure 5 - Top down view of 3DoF elastic joint robot
arm. The arm consists of three brushed DC motors,
three spring elements and three links connected in
series forming a planar arm configuration.

Figure 4 - Illustration of our LWL-MPC control scheme.
Each model is represented by a page that incorporates a
linear forward model and a shared local controller. A
history of past inputs, outputs and states are given to
update each linear model. The current state is also given to
each controller to estimate local inputs. The current input
and state then defines the weighted average of each local
controller to produce an estimate of the next input applied
to the robot.
(a) Concept Model of an SEA

6 Experiments
The performance of LWL-MPC was investigated by
applying the system to a 3DoF EJR arm shown in Figure
5. The challenge of this experiment was to learn joint
position control of the arm undergoing significant nonlinear effects using motor voltages as inputs and state
information with no prior knowledge of the system model.
The EJR arm is setup in a planar arm
configuration and consists of three Series Elastic
Actuators (SEA) for joints. Each joint is composed of a
geared DC motor with encoder feedback and a spring
element with an attached magnetic encoder that measures
the spring deflection. The measurement of spring
deflection provides both a measurement of the torque
acting on the joint and is combined with the motor
encoders to estimate the joint position after the spring.
The robot arm is controlled from a PC via a
National Instruments Multifunction Data Acquisition (NIDAQ) card. The NI-DAQ card generates PWM signals to
low level analog motor drivers providing control over
motor voltages as inputs; timers to perform quadrature
decoding on all three encoder signals; and includes an
ADC port to read in the analog signal from the magnetic
encoders for spring deflection measurements. The NIDAQ card is controlled through MATLAB and compiled
using the Real Time Workshop to produce a real time
system.

(b) SEA joint on robot arm

Figure 6 - Model and image of series elastic joint. (a)
Concept model shows the motor angle is connected
in series to the joint angle q through the spring
element. (b) Shows the implementation of the SEA on
the real robot arm, highlighting all the SEA elements.

6.1

Experimental Setup and Procedure

The experiment can be separated into two main steps,
firstly the training phase which allows the learning
algorithm to generate an initial model of the system. The
second step is the control phase where the system is given
a desired trajectory and simultaneously performs online
learning while attempting to track the given trajectory.
For both parts of the experiment the LWL-MPC
system is setup with the state defined as
x : [θ τ q q ] ,
j

which is a vector of motor velocities, joint torques, joint
positions and joint velocities respectively for each degree
of freedom. The inputs to the system were given as the
motor voltages
u  [v1 v2 v 3 ] ,
for each joint. Lastly the output of the system was defined
as the joint positions
y : [q1 q2 q3 ] .
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Other parameters of the LWL-MPC system
include the size of the prediction horizon n, the step size T
defining the control rate, and the initialisation parameters
for the RFWR algorithm. The prediction horizon was
chosen as a balance between having a large enough look
ahead window and small enough to decrease the
computational time in computing the control law every
control cycle. For this system a window size of 25 was
experimentally selected. For this work the LWL-MPC
controller was split up into three MISO sub systems for
each joint, but still incorporating all the states of the full
system. This allowed this system to be computed
independently across three separate threads improving
computational cost of the system. This allowed the system
to achieve a current control rate of 100Hz.
The learning rates, kernel parameters, forgetting
factor and initial size for the local models of the RFWR
were experimentally chosen which produced stable results
while performing online updates of the model.
A desired trajectory of a figure of eight was
chosen to evaluate the performance of the controller. A
figure of eight was chosen as this smooth trajectory
requires a range of dynamic movements which moves the
state of the system through a generous slice of the state
space. The joint trajectories where generated using the
inverse kinematics of the real 3DoF planar arm, using
actual measurements of the link dimensions. The inverse
kinematics was computed using the robotics toolbox
[Corke, 1996] in MATLAB.
In order to keep the states of the system
continuously smooth the figure of eight trajectory is
concatenated with a smooth start up trajectory that joins
the robot arm at the initial rest position (shown in Figure
5) to a point along the figure of eight which has zero
velocity. This step is taken so no initial jerk in
accelerations is experienced during start up. The figure of
eight was selected to take 7.5 seconds to execute.
Training Phase
A PI controller was chosen to produce the initial training
data on the real robot arm. In other learning control
methods the training phase typically involves active motor
babbling [Saegusa, et al., 2009] and can also be applied to
this system. However, using a simple PI controller instead
of motor babbling was selected for two reasons; firstly it
produces initial training data, where the state of the
system should be close to the solution of the desired
trajectory; and secondly, it produces a base line for
comparing the final performance of the LWL-MPC
system. This allows the model learning algorithm to make
a good initial approximation of the model close to the
space of the final solution. The PI controller was given the
same figure of eight trajectory that is given during the
control phase.
Control Phase
Once the offline training is complete the initial model is
used within the previously outlined LWL-MPC system
and applied to the real robot arm. The controller is then
given the desired figure of eight trajectory. The controller

performs both an online update of the forward model from
a history of the inputs and outputs, and then uses the
updated model with the MPC to produce a prediction of
the next input required for the current desired trajectory.
After applying the predicted input the update and
prediction steps are continuously repeated every sample
time over the whole trajectory. In order to demonstrate the
online learning capabilities of this system 20 iterations of
the figure of eight are executed. After the first 20
iterations are complete a second figure of eight is given to
the controller that has been rotated by 90 degrees and was
not given in the training phase. This demonstrates the
capabilities of the learning system when the robot arm
explores new areas of the learning space.

7 Results
7.1

Training Results

The training phase was executed for a total of 4 iterations
of the figure of eight, taking 30 seconds to complete. The
training data generated a total of 3000 sample points.
Figure 7 shows a plot of the joint positions and resulting
end effector position for the last iteration of the figure of
eight for the PI controller. The performance of this
controller was tuned to achieve the minimum joint
position error without creating an unstable closed loop
system. Figure 7a indicates that there is a significant
phase delay and error between the actual and desired
trajectory.

(a) Joint position vs desired

(b) End effector position vs desired

Figure 7 - Plot of the arm and the resulting end
effector trajectory versus the desired figure of eight.

It was found that if the gains of the PI controller
were increased to improve this phase lag the system
started to become unstable. This is a result of the elastic
properties of each joint of the system having complex
poles (defining the resonance of the elastic joint) which
are close to the real axis. Increasing the gain to reduce the
steady state error moves the closed loop poles over to the
negative real axis. Therefore, in order to achieve better
performance further system analysis to identify the open
loop complex poles for each joint would be required.
After sufficient system identification is complete an
advanced controller would then be required to ensure the
complex poles do not move onto the negative real axis.
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This generally is a complicated and time consuming task.
The states of the system during the training
phase are shown in Figure 8, illustrating the range of the
state space that was explored. In particular it can be seen
that some nonlinear friction and dead-zones appear in the
motor and joint velocity states around zero.

(a) Initial figure of eight

Figure 8 - Plot of system states during the training
phase, illustrating the coverage of the state space with
the training data.

Applying the learning algorithm offline using
training data produced a total of 10 local models for each
joint for the initial learning parameters selected. During
this offline training the learning rates were adjusted in
order to provide stable gradient descent updates of the
local models without any over estimation of the gradient
causing unstable updates.

7.2

Control Results

After sufficient offline training, LWL-MPC was applied
to the real robot arm. The controller was executed for a
total of 5 minutes which included 20 iterations of the first
figure of eight and a subsequent 20 iterations of the
second figure of eight. The performance of the controller
was simultaneously recorded during the experiment,
including overhead video footage at 20 frames per second
to produce a reasonable ground truth of the end effector.
The LWL-MPC successfully learned to control the joint
position of the robot arm and incrementally improved its
performance every iteration of the trajectory. Figure 9
illustrates the performance of the controller during the last
iterations of both types of figure of eight’s. This figure
shows that the controller produces a significant
improvement when compared to the PI controller shown
in Figure 7.
Figure 9b further shows that not only can LWLMPC learn to control one type of trajectory it can perform
online exploration of new areas in its learning space when
attempting to track a different trajectory. This shows the
ability of RFWR to generalise and apply the learnt
dynamics to new trajectories.

(b) Rotated figure of eight

(c) Error for Initial figure of eight (d) Error for Rotated figure of eight

Figure 9 - Plot of control performance for the last
iteration of the control phase for both types of figure
of eight’s after 20 iterations of each trajectory.

By using the forward kinematics of the robot arm
and the measured joint positions the resulting end effector
trajectory is constructed in x and y coordinates. Figure 11
shows the resulting trajectory of the end effector for the
last iterations of both types of figure of eight’s. The
results show LWL-MPC learns to track the desired
trajectory with a mean distance error of 50mm ± 17mm
for the first figure of eight. Similar results are also
produced for the second figure of eight with a mean
distance error of 50mm ± 28mm. For this result a total of
171 models were added to approximate the system across
both figure of eight trajectories.
It can be seen that even after 20 iterations there
are still some points along the trajectory that prove to be
difficult for the controller to improve. These points are
found to lie on parts of the trajectory where the joints
exhibit changes in direction, explicitly points where the
velocity of the joints are zero. This may be related to the
underlying performance of the RFWR to identify and
learn the nonlinearities of the forward model.
The learning curves of both figure of eight’s for
the experiment is shown in Figure 10. The learning curves
show the mean and standard deviation of Euclidean
distance between the end effector position and the desired
position for each iteration of the controlled trajectories.
The learning curves show that LWL-MPC
incrementally improves the performance of the system
every iteration. After approximately 20 iterations the
curves indicate that the performance plateaus to an
approximate steady state for both figure of eight
trajectories.
A video recording of the experiment was also
used as an estimate of ground truth to further validate the
results. The ground truth was used only for validation of
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the results and was not used as an input to the learning
algorithm. A trace of the end effector from the video
frames was generated by post-processing the image and
performing colour tracking of the coloured dots that were
placed on the robot arm.

Figure 11 - Plot of end effector trajectory of last two
figure of eight’s after 20 iterations of each trajectory
Figure 10 – Mean error per iteration of figure of eight,
demonstrating the learning performance of the system.
Error bars show one standard deviation above and
below the mean.

Figure 12 shows a sequence of images for
specific iterations of the experiment. The images validate
that the traces of the end effector indeed follow a figure of
eight pattern. The figure of eight pattern in the image
generated for 20 iterations also correlates with the
trajectory shown in Figure 11.

Furthermore, the images show the incremental
improvement of the figure of eight trajectories after a set
amount of iterations.

8 Discussion and Future Work
8.1

Discussion

The results show a marked improvement in control
performance for the EJR when LWL-MPC is applied
compared to the basic PI controller. Small areas of error

Figure 12 - Sequence of images with end effector traces overlayed. The images show the performance of the controller as
the number of iterations increases. The red line indicates the initial figure of eight for each iteration and the blue line
indicates the rotated figure of eight after each iteration.
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were observed causing distortions in the final tool point
trajectory. It was noticed that these areas correspond to
zero velocity points along the trajectory. In this case the
highly nonlinear stiction and dead-zones of the real
system could be the cause of the larger errors in this area.
Further investigation is required to look at ways the
learning system can be improved to better account for
these areas. One possible way is to investigate some of the
trade-offs between learning rates and penalty terms of the
RFWR which limit the minimum size of the locally linear
regions.
The LWL-MPC system is widely applicable in
robotic applications. In this experiment the system rapidly
learned the raw motor voltages required to control a
compliant multi-degree of freedom arm. The only caveat
to its deployment in other robotic applications is the initial
selection of hyper parameters in the learning algorithm,
and MPC parameters, such as cost function weights and
horizon window size.

8.2

Future Work

LWL-MPC has the ability to extend its use to
more complicated control tasks. One extension that will
be investigated is the ability to build local models of a
system which incorporate task or context dependent
variables where underlying changes in system dynamics
occurs. The problem could be as simple as controlling an
EJR while manipulating objects of different masses,
causing a change in system dynamics. This could simply
be implemented by introducing the context variable
within the RFWR kernel function allowing the system to
distribute models along the context dimension. Further
work is also required to analyse the stability and
robustness of the controller, including developing
methods to ensure convergence of the learning system
while performing stable control. Work has been done in
this area and could be used to extend LWL-MPC to
ensure stability and robustness [Aswani, et al., 2011].
Other work we wish to perform is to investigate the
selection of control parameters such as the weights
defined in the cost function and selection of the horizon
window to produce the optimal performance.
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